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Shalom all! Welcome to Torah Notes + PLUS… (

)

FIRST UP…..
IF YOU HAVE A PRAYER REQUEST YOU WOULD LIKE PEOPLE ON THE LIST TO
PRAY FOR YOU CAN SEND THEM TO ME AT TOLMM@ETZ-CHAYIM.ORG OR BY
TEXT MESSAGE TO 575 644-7706 AND I WILL SEND THEM BY EMAIL ONLY.
IF YOU HAVE SOMETHING GOOD TO SHARE LET ME KNOW AND I WILL PUT IT
INTO THE NEWSLETTER…

Remember that you can support the work of Tree of Life Messianic Ministries
with a donation made via PayPal or by check to PO Box 467, Organ, NM 88052.
Your donation helps our continued outreach to inmates and the time it takes to
put this Newsletter together.

Tree of Life Messianic Ministries is an approved Giving
Charity by PayPal. To donate go to etz-chayim.org and click on the PayPal Link.
Tree of Life Messianic Ministries primarily focuses on its Prison Ministry and
helping form groups in the prisons. TOLMM also seeks to help Home Groups and
offers a covering for Home Groups and the combined experience of leadership
from Rabbi Philip Hammond and Rabbi Mordecai Silver. Group leaders can
receive recognition as Elders under TOLMM, which will help in an advisory role.
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Your support is needed for the Prison Ministry due to continuing rising costs.
We now have an Affiliate in Australia.

POINT OF INFORMATION
BOTH RABBI BRANDT AND I HAVE BOOKS LISTED ON AMAZON AND ON HER
WEBSITE-SEE BELOW. TO SEARCH FOR MY BOOKS ON AMAZON ENTER “BOOKS
BY RAV MORDECAI SILVER”. MINE ARE AVAILABLE IN PRINT FORMAT ONLY. I
HAVE TWO NEW BOOKS ON AMAZON: RAV SHA’UL AND REFLECTIONS ON
TORAH.
FOR RABBI HAMMOND’S BOOK GO TO AMAZON.COM AS WELL.
FOR RABBI BRANDT’S BOOKS YOU CAN GO TO HER WEBSITE AT
HTTP://WWW.DEBORAHSMESSIANICMINISTRIES.COM/BOOK%20NOOK.HTM
TO SEE THE LIBRARY OF BOOKS SHE CARRIES, BOTH THROUGH HER WEBSITE
AND ON AMAZON. RABBI BRANDT HAS SEVERAL DEVOTIONALS TO AID YOU IN
YOUR WALK WITH MESSIAH YESHUA. SHE TRULY HAS A SERVANT’S HEART FOR
MESSIAH.

HOME GROUPS, CONGREGATIONS AND PEOPLE
SEEKING FELLOWSHIP…
Shawn Warren lives in Arizona. If you know of someone who is looking for a
group in that area, please let me know and I will send the information to Shawn.
Marcia Hedrick would like to host a group on the west side of El Paso in her
home. She also needs someone to lead the group while she will be the host. If
you are interested let me know and I will send her the information.
Gabriel Martinez has a home group in El Paso (different area). If interested let
me know and I will send him the information.
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Rabbi Deborah Brandt, Ph.D., is the Director of JSI and has classes and seminars
for JSI and has online Bible studies. Contact her at Rabbindmm@comcast.net.
Rabbi Brandt has a Shabbat Service on Zoom and a Bible Study online on Zoom.
Contact her for more information. Rabbi Brandt is located Illinois.
Rabbi Phillip Hammond has a Zoom Bible Study and a Erev Shahbat and Shabbat
Service on Zoom Friday evening and Saturday morning at 11:00am. Rabbi
Hammond is in Australia and the time difference would be 5:00pm Friday
Mountain Time. Rabbi Hammond is looking into starting a men’s group focused
in the United States. You can contact Rabbi Hammond at Philip@etzchayim.org. Rabbi Hammond is now affiliated with Rabbi Mordecai Silver and
his ministry, Tree of Life Messianic Ministries. Check out Rabbi Hammond at
https://www.etz-chayim.org/australia-affiliate/.
We thank you for your support.
Blessings in Messiah Yeshua,
Rabbi Mordecai Silver, Ph. D., and Rabbi Philip Hammond, Ph.D.

MESSIANIC TEACHING ON THE WEEKLY TORAH, HAFTARAH,
AND APOSTOLIC SCRIPTURE PORTIONS…

Message for 6-11-22
Naso - Elevate
Numbers 4:21-7:89
Judges 13:2-25
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John 12:20-36
Numbers 6:22-27
22: The Lord spoke to Moses, saying, 23: "Speak to Aaron and his sons,
saying: So, shall you bless the Children of Israel, saying to them: 24: 'May the
Lord bless you and safeguard you. 25: May the Lord illuminate His
countenance for you and be gracious to you. 26: May the Lord lift His
countenance to you and establish peace for you.' 27: Let them place My Name
upon the Children of Israel, and I shall bless them."
Listen to this story and think about what it is saying:
"Once upon a time there was a mighty king who had an only son.
Wishing his son to grow in wisdom and might, he sent him off to explore
faraway lands and far-flung islands. There the prince was to learn the nature of
foreign plants and animals and brave dangerous terrain to capture exotic
beasts and birds.
"One day, the news reached the king that his son, who was then on a
faraway island, had fallen gravely ill, and that the doctors were unable to find a
cure for his illness. The king commanded that a call be issued throughout his
kingdom: Any man who has knowledge of medicine or can propose a cure for
the illness of the prince, should come to the royal palace.
"All the great doctors, all the famed scholars, were silenced; for they
knew no remedy nor cure for the illness of the prince.
"One day, there arrived a man who told the king that he knew of a
proven remedy for the illness of the prince. However, this remedy was to be
found only in an extremely rare and precious stone. Should they find this gem,
grind it to the finest of powders, mix it with a superb wine, and give it to the
prince to drink - he would be cured.
"The king commanded all the great gemologists of the land to assemble
and make a thorough search of the royal treasure stores for the gem which the
man had described.
"After inspecting all the king's gems, the experts discovered a stone that
matched the man's description given. However, the gem they found was the
centerpiece of the royal crown of the king!
"At first, they were overjoyed to discover the gem; but as soon as they
realized that by removing the stone from the crown - the very crown with
which their king was coronated - its entire glory would fade, they were
extremely distressed. Nonetheless, they
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were forced to inform the king that the gem had been found.
"The king was overjoyed. He commanded that the gem be extracted,
ground to a fine powder, and that the potion for his son be quickly prepared.
"But at that moment, terrible news reached the royal palace: the prince's
condition had so deteriorated that his lips were sealed. So ill was the prince
that he could take nothing, not even liquids, into his mouth. The experts and
scholars assembled at the palace were certain that, under the circumstances,
the king would surely direct that the stone is not ground so that the splendor of
the royal crown could be preserved.
"How astounded they were to hear the king instructing them to hurry
and crush the gem and to prepare the potion as swiftly as possible and pour it
into the mouth of the prince. Grind, pour, squander the entire gemstone, said
the king, who knows, perhaps a single drop will enter the mouth of my son
and he will be healed.
"The king's ministers were amazed at the king's decision and pleaded
with him: At first, when the prince was able to take the cure, it was worthwhile
to destroy the gem; but now, when his condition is so hopeless that his ability
to swallow even a single drop is in question, why ruin the glorious crown of the
king, the crown by which he assumed his throne?
"The king replied to his ministers: If, God forbid, my son will not live,
who needs the crown? And should he recover, why, the ruined crown will be
my greatest glory. It will attest to the loyalty of my only son, who risked his life
to fulfill my will and ascend in wisdom and bravery..."
John 12:20-36
20: Among those who went up to worship at the festival were some Greek
speaking Jews. 21: They approached Philip, the one from Beit-Tzaidah in the
Galil, with a request. "Sir," they said, "we would like to see Y'shua. "22: Philip
came and told Andrew; then Andrew and Philip went and told Y'shua. 23:
Y'shua gave them this answer: "The time has come for the Son of Man to be
glorified. 24: Yes, indeed! I tell you that unless a grain of wheat that falls to the
ground dies, it stays just a grain; but if it dies, it produces a big harvest.25: He
who loves his life loses it, but he who hates his life in this world will keep it safe
right on into eternal life! 26: If someone is serving me, let him follow me;
wherever I am, my servant will be there too. My Father will honor anyone who
serves me. 27: "Now I am in turmoil. What can I say -- 'Father, save me from
this hour'? No, it was for this very reason that I have come to this hour. I will
say this: 28: Father, glorify your name!" At this a bat-kol came out of heaven, "I
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have glorified it before, and I will glorify it again!" 29: The crowd standing
there and hearing it said that it had thundered; others said, "An angel spoke to
him." 30: Y'shua answered, "This bat-kol did not come for my sake but for
yours. 31: Now is the time for this world to be judged; now the ruler of this
world will be expelled. 32: As for me, when I am lifted up from the earth, I will
draw everyone to myself." 33: He said this to indicate what kind of death he
would die. 34: The crowd answered, "we have learned from the Torah that the
Messiah remains forever. How is it that you say the Son of Man has to be
'lifted up'? Who is this 'Son of Man'?" 35: Y'shua said to them, "The light will be
with you only a little while longer. Walk while you have the light, or the dark
will overtake you; he who walks in the dark doesn't know where he's going.
36: While you have the light, put your trust in the light, so that you may
become people of light." Y'shua said these things, then went off and kept
himself hidden from them.
Numbers 7:89
When Moses arrived at the Tent of Meeting to speak with Him, he heard the
Voice speaking to him from atop the Cover that was upon the Ark of the
Testimony, from between the two Cherubim, and He spoke to him.

I include a Traditional Torah Commentary and my Messianic Commentary. The
reason for this is so you can see a Messianic Perspective and a Traditional Jewish
one. Remember to use discernment in approaching Traditional Jewish teachings as
they do not recognize Yeshua as the Messiah. There are various ideas in traditional
Jewish circles about the Messiah and even that there is no Messiah, the thinking in
Reform Judaism. So, please be careful to balance the teachings.
I do not agree with the Jewish position on Yeshua, but Believers need to know the
Jewish thinking on Yeshua and not buy into this thinking and forsake faith in our
Messiah. For those who say they would never do this, I must beg to differ, because
I have seen it over my life as a Jewish Believer in Yeshua. I have been a Believer in
Messiah Yeshua since 1976. I have seen a lot and had many discussions with my
fellow Jews and non-Jews who ultimately turned away from Yeshua because they
steeped themselves in Jewish teachings. One does not come out of either
traditional Judaism or Christianity and come into the Messianic walk, and then
going back, or into, traditional Judaism. There are many good things in Judaism but
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denying Yeshua as Messiah is not one of them. Berachot (Blessings), Rabbi
Mordecai Silver, Ph.D.

A TRADITIONAL TORAH AND HAFTARAH
COMMENTARY…

Parashat Nasso: Summary: Num. 4:21-7:89
God describes the service of the Gershon family of Levites; laws relating to the
suspected adulteress and the nazirite are given; God tells Moses and Aaron the
priestly blessing; the heads of tribes bring gifts to the Tabernacle.
God told Moses to list the service each family shall undertake for the sake of the community
and in honor of God. For the sons of Gershon, from 30 years old until 50 years old, their
communal service shall be to carry all the tapestries and hangings of the Dwelling Place of The
Testimony. Those sons involved in communal service are numbered as 2,630.
The sons of Merari, from 30 years old until 50 years old, shall be responsible for all the beams
and bars and pillars and sockets for the Dwelling Place of The Testimony. They are numbered at
3,200.
The sons of the Kehathite, from 30 years old until 50 years old, are counted as 2,750. The sons
of Levites, from thirty years old until fifty years old, are numbered at 8,580.
God then spoke to Moses saying: “Command the sons of Israel to send away from the camp
every leper and everyone who has become unclean. Both male and female shall you send away,
outside the camp.” And the sons of Israel did so.
Then God told Moses to tell the Israelites: If a man or a woman commits a sin, any sin against
man, any sin breaching trust against God, that person shall incur guilt. They must acknowledge
to themselves the sin that they committed, and they must then make restitution for the sin.
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If a man’s wife goes astray sexually with another man other than her husband without being
forced, then the husband shall bring his wife to the priest and make a meal offering of jealousy,
and a meal offering of remembrance that recalls the wrongdoing. When the woman
acknowledges her sin, she shall be made to drink bitter waters that shall make her belly swell
and her thighs sag, and she shall become a curse-word among her people. But if the woman is
still pure, and has not forfeited her purity, she shall be blessed with offspring.
When anyone, man or woman, makes a resolve to take the vow of a Nazir, to elevate oneself
temporarily to a position akin to that of a priest, then he or she must fulfill many obligations.
They must not drink wine, nor anything prepared from the wine-producing grapevine. No razor
shall come upon his head, nor shall they come in contact with the dead. All the days of his
Nazirship, he is holy to God. If someone dies very suddenly beside him, he shall shave his head
on the day he regains his purity. Sacrifices with the priest shall be made and offerings given to
God to regain this purity.
God then tells Moses to have Aaron bless the sons of Israel by saying, “’May God bless you and
keep you. May God illuminate the Almighty Countenance for you and favor you. May God lift up
God’s Countenance toward you and establish peace for you.’ They shall place My Name upon
the sons of Israel; and as for Me, I shall bless them.”
It came to pass even on the day when Moses has finished setting up the Dwelling Place and
sanctified and anointed it that the heads of the tribes brought near offerings before God. These
offerings include money, animals, flour, incense, gold and silver.
And when Moses went into the Tent of Appointed Meeting to speak with God, Moses heard the
voice from above the cover that was upon the Ark of the Testimony, from between the two
cherubim.

Parashat Nasso Discussion Questions:
1. What do you think God’s voice sounds like when it comes from the Ark of the Testimony?
Can you hear God’s voice? What does God’s voice sound like to you?
2. Why do you think women were not counted among the tribes? If a counting was made
today, do you think it would include women? Why or why not?
3. Both woman and men could become a Nazarite by making resolve to take the vow to
follow specific, almost priestly, rules. What does this teach us about spiritual equality?

Haftarah for Naso: Judges 13:2-25
The birth of Samson.
The Torah portion of Naso introduces the concept of the Nazirite, a person who takes a
voluntary vow not to consume grape products (including wine) or cut his or her hair. The
haftarah tells the story of the birth of Samson, the Bible’s most famous Nazirite.
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The haftarah begins by introducing a couple from the tribe of Dan who are unable to have a
baby. One day, an angel visits the woman. He tells her that she will soon be pregnant and warns
her not to drink alcohol or to eat anything unclean, because “from the womb he is God’s”
(13:5). The angel explains that the baby boy who will be born will be a Nazirite and prophecies
that he will free Israel from the oppressive Philistine rule. The angel also issues a warning
regarding the boy: his hair shall never be cut for as long as he lives.
The woman, scared, runs to tell her husband about the celestial visit. After hearing about it, the
husband, Manoah, prays to God: “Please let Your messenger return to us and teach us how to
bring up our child” (13:8). Upon hearing his prayers, the angel appears again. Manoah
questions him further, and the angel relates the laws of the Nazirite, which he orders Manoah’s
wife to obey: “She must eat nothing that comes from a grapevine, she must not drink wine or
beer, she must eat nothing unclean” (13:14).
Manoah offers to prepare a meal of fresh goat for the angel. “Even if you were to detain me,”
the angel tells Manoah, “I could not eat your food. If you want to make a burnt offering, offer it
up to the Eternal” (13:16). So, as the angel suggested, Manoah builds a fire and sacrifices the
goat. As the flames rise, the angel goes up with them.
Manoah is shocked by the experience. He tells his wife: “We shall surely die, because we have
seen a divine being!” (5:22). But his wife knows better and tells him that, had God wanted them
dead, God would have killed them. Later, she gives birth to a boy and names him Samson.
The boy–the haftarah concludes, with a note of hope–has the blessing of God from his birth.

Jewish Tidbits…

Understanding Biblical Sacrifice (Korbanot)
What sacrifice is, where it comes from, and what it can mean for us today.
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What are sacrifices? “Sacrifice” means giving up something for someone else. In
general, there are three kinds of sacrifice:
1. “Sacrifice for yourself.” Think about sports training – you work hard in order to improve
your strength and skill. In the Bible, Joseph suggests that the Egyptian Pharaoh make this
kind of sacrifice: The king should store food during years of plenty so that there will be
enough to eat during years of famine. He gives up enjoying the harvest now so that he and
his people will have enough food later. ( Genesis, Chapter 41 )
2. “Sacrifice for others.” Think about doing chores – you give up your free time in order to
help out your family. In the Bible, Yocheved makes this kind of sacrifice: She sends away her
baby, Moses, and agrees to have him be raised in the Pharaoh’s palace in order to protect
him. She gives up being close to her son in order to keep him safe ( Exodus, Chapter 2 ).
3. “Sacrifice to come close to God.” Think about donating money – you give up buying
something for yourself so that other people can have a better life. You may not know the
people you’re helping, but you still feel happy anyway; this is because donating money
is tzedakah (which means “righteousness”), and it is a holy act. In the Bible, we find this kind
of sacrifice in the laws about the priests and their service in the mishkan or Tabernacle.
People give up their animals, grain, and money as a way of being holy.
Usually, it’s the third kind of sacrifice that surprises and confuses us the most. So, let’s take a
closer look.

Korbanot – Sacrifices in the Desert
Throughout the Torah — especially in Exodus, Leviticus, and Numbers — we read many,
many passages about sacrifices. Here’s a quick summary:
• A group of people called the kohanim (“priests”) were the only ones who were allowed to
make sacrifices to bring people close to God. The first kohen was Aaron, and his sons
became kohanim after him.
• The kohanim would make sacrifices for themselves, for other individual Jews, or for the
entire Jewish people.
• These sacrifices were called korbanot. The word korban means “something which draws
close.” Their purpose was to bring people closer to God.
• The kohanim would offer korbanot every day during the evening, morning, and afternoon
services. Additionally, they would offer korbanot on holidays and whenever someone else
(who wasn’t a kohen) would want help making a sacrifice of their own.
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• There were three basic kinds of korbanot: Animals, grain, and money. Animals would be
killed, grain would be burned, and money would be donated. Sometimes, when a person
didn’t have any animals to sacrifice, they would offer grain or money instead (see for
example Leviticus 5:11 , 5:18, and 14:21).
The kohanim were called “those who come close to the Eternal” ( Exodus 19:22 ), showing
that their job of offering korbanot involves closing the distance between human beings and
God. Indeed, God tells Moses to build the sanctuary where the korbanot are offered so that
God can “dwell among” the people of Israel ( Exodus 25:8 ). So, offering korbanot was one
way of bringing God and the Israelites closer together.

Why Sacrifice Animals?
We often have questions about why animals were chosen to be killed so that human beings
could get closer to God. Isn’t that cruel? Maybe yes and maybe no. We can look at it both
ways.
On the one hand, killing animals is wrong. The story of Creation teaches us that human
beings are meant to protect life on earth, not destroy it ( Genesis 2:15 ). So even though the
ancient sacrifices had a holy purpose, they were unnecessarily violent. Today, we know that
there are many other ways we can draw close to God that don’t involve killing animals.
Judaism teaches that prayer is a replacement for animal sacrifices.
On the other hand, killing animals is not wrong, especially when human beings then eat the
animals. The story of Noah’s Ark teaches us that God understands people’s desire to eat
meat ( Genesis 9:3 ). Humans have eaten animals for thousands of years and still do today.
This is related to korbanot because every animal that was sacrificed was later eaten. In fact,
the only time the Israelites ate meat in the desert was after a sacrifice (see Deuteronomy
12:20 and Rashi’s comment). So, sacrificing animals in the ancient world was similar to
killing animals today for food.
To summarize, the priests killed animals for some korbanot. Today, we can understand this
practice as both “wrong” and “not wrong.”

What Does It All Mean?
Korbanot were used to draw people closer to God. Israelites brought offerings of animals,
grain, or money to the kohanim, and the kohanim in turn offered them as sacrifices to God.
This was the main process used to connect ancient Jews with God. People gave up their
prized possessions as a symbol of their dedication to God, and this became the most
important part of Jewish worship.
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After the destruction of the Temple in the year 70 CE, Jews stopped offering korbanot.
Instead, they began to offer prayers. The rabbis taught us that we can become closer to God
with the words of our mouths rather than with physical sacrifices. Nevertheless, they still
based the Jewish evening, morning, and afternoon prayer services on the ancient rituals for
offering korbanot.
Today, when we come together as a community to pray, we use the model of the korbanot
to guide our prayer. The korbanot teach us that we have to give something of ourselves in
order to draw nearer to God. They teach us that it can be easier to come close to God with
the help of other people rather than all by ourselves. And they teach us that prayer can be
deeper when we use ancient rituals. In all these ways, the korbanot still lead us to holiness
today.
Only each one of us can answer what sacrifice means for ourselves. As you think about
sacrifices in the part of Torah you’re studying, also think about what sacrifice means in your
own life. You might find the following questions helpful:
1. What kinds of sacrifices are present in this Torah portion? (Sacrifice for yourself, for
others, or to come closer to God?)
2. When have I made that kind of sacrifice in my own life? Or when could I make that kind
of sacrifice in the future?
3. Sacrifices in the Torah required very specific rituals. What are some rituals that are
important to me that help me to feel Jewish or holy?
4. What are some ways I can draw close to God?
5. What might I want to teach my friends and family about sacrifice from a Jewish
perspective?

Prayer
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The Magic Eye
Most of us spend our lives searching for God's presence in the world,
hoping to catch a glimpse.
I remember the first time I saw a “Magic Eye” picture. Growing up in the 1990s, they were
everywhere. At first glance, a Magic Eye (also known as an autostereogram image) appears to
be a busy two-dimensional pattern with lots of color and texture, but when you slow down and
learn to look at it in a particular way, a second image emerges, entirely different from the first.
It appears to have three dimensions popping off the page. You have to learn to see the
additional layered image, but even the most experienced viewer won’t see the hidden image at
first glance. You have to look with intention, or you will miss the magic completely.
I remember the first time I saw a Magic Eye in this week’s Torah portion. Parashat Kedoshim is
beautiful and very full. Like all Magic Eye patterns, there is much to see on the surface. In just
two chapters of Leviticus, we are told to care for the poor, to be honest, to never take revenge
nor bear a grudge. We are told when and how to give sacrifices, keep Shabbat, and what we are
permitted to eat. We are told how to guard relationships, how to treat our animals and how to
harvest our fields. This portion contains what Rabbi Akiva tells us is the core message of the
Torah: “Love your fellow as yourself” ( Leviticus 19:18 ). Generations of Jews have sought to
understand and live by these commandments.
Yet if we read this portion purely as a code of conduct, we might miss the Magic Eye. Because in
the midst of these busy verses, we encounter a direct invitation to be part of God’s holiness.
The words Ani Adonai (“I am God”) appear 20 times in this portion. That sounds hard to miss,
but the repetition can lead us to mistake the invitation for mere punctuation. Yet if we read this
portion with the right intention, a new image emerges, and we find ourselves immersed in an
invitation to holiness. God is speaking directly to us — and in the first person. Once you see
this, it becomes hard to ignore. God is inviting us to live a life that is about more than just
following rules and doing what is right. We are being invited into a relationship with the divine.
Rashi comments on several of the 20 introductions from God and no two are the same.
Sometimes Rashi thinks “I am God” is a warning — a reminder that God can and will punish.
Sometimes it is a promise of reward — “I am God” and therefore you can depend on me to
keep you safe. Sometimes “I am God” is a reminder that God knows everything, even our
deepest secrets. And sometimes it is a reminder that we are never truly alone. For Rashi, the
meaning of this phrase changes depending on which commandment is being given in the same
breath.
The same is true in our lives. Each revelation of the divine carries its own flavor and meaning.
The God we experience in difficult moments is different from the God we experience in joyful
ones. The God we encounter at the edge of a waterfall is different from the God revealed to us
when we cradle a newborn baby. The God who emerges in a moment of deep guilt is different
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from the God we feel when a loved one dies. To know the God of Kedoshim is to understand
God as ever-changing. What God is shifts depending on what we are doing and what we have to
learn in each moment. To live a life of holiness is to see that each moment of our lives brings a
unique opportunity to experience the sacred.
This invitation is not separate from the laws that govern our behavior. It is directly intertwined,
just as the flat pattern is part of the multi-dimensional image. Learning to read Parashat
Kedoshim as a Magic Eye means learning to see our lives in the same way. Every action we take,
in every area of our lives, is an opportunity to see and seek holiness.
Some people aren’t able to see a Magic Eye, just as some never see God’s presence in the
world. Others experience the world as full of holiness, encountering revelation at every turn.
Most of us fall somewhere in between. We spend our lives in the search, hoping to catch a
glimpse.

Food for Thought-Food to Eat

My Grandma’s Perfect
Cheesecake Blintz Recipe
SHAVUOT FOOD
Although Shavuot technically celebrates the wheat harvest, it is known as a holiday
where our plates are bursting with dairy. The custom of eating dairy is thought to have
originated from the hope for a promised land of milk and honey when we were given the
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Torah on Mount Sinai. Between mouthfuls of cheesecake and blintzes, I’m happy to
oblige
My grandmother, Eva, was a fabulous host and cook, with a fridge and freezer
overflowing with delicious treats. She was known across the community for her love of
baking; especially her cinnamon buns, New York Style-Cheesecakes and blintz casseroles.
Blintzes are a traditional Eastern European dish made with a thin pancake, similar to
French-style crepes, that can be filled with a variety of sweet or savory ingredients such
as farmer’s cheese, fruit, potatoes or vegetables. The sweet variety is often topped with
a fruit compote or sauce and lightly fried in butter.
Instead of serving blintzes individually on a plate, my grandmother would neatly line up
her rolled blintzes and bake them into a buttered casserole dish before topping them
with strawberry sauce, similar to the sauce she would serve on top of her cheesecake.
This recipe pays homage to these two iconic, dairy-laden dishes, giving us a reason to eat
cheesecake for breakfast.

Notes: Blintzes can be made in advance. You can make the crepes up to three days
ahead of time and stack between pieces of wax or parchment paper. Store in an airtight
container in the fridge. When you are ready to assemble, remove from the fridge and
follow the directions below to make the filling and roll.

Ingredients
For the crepes:
• ¾ cup all-purpose flour
• ¼ cup graham cracker crumbs, plus more for serving
• 1 Tbsp sugar
• 1 tsp cinnamon
• 4 large eggs
• 1 cup milk
• 1 tsp vanilla extract
• 2 Tbsp vegetable oil
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•

¼ cup unsalted butter, for cooking

For the filling:
•
•
•
•
•
•

1 cup ricotta cheese
8 oz cream cheese
1 large egg yolk
1 tsp lemon zest
1 tbsp vanilla extract
¼ cup powdered sugar

For the strawberry compote:
• 2 cups fresh strawberries, chopped
• Juice of 1 lemon
• ¼ cup sugar
• 1 Tbsp water
Directions
To make the crepes: In a blender, combine the flour, graham cracker crumbs, sugar,
cinnamon, eggs, milk, vanilla, and oil until smooth. Let sit for 20-30 minutes or covered in
the fridge overnight.

1. Lightly grease a 9-inch nonstick fry pan with butter over medium heat.
2. Pour ¼ cup of the batter into the center of the pan and swirl the pan to evenly
coat.
3. Cook for 2-3 minutes, or until the top is fully dry. Flip, and cook for an additional
minute. Set aside and repeat with the remaining batter.
4. To make the filling: Combine the ricotta cheese, cream cheese, egg yolk, lemon
zest, vanilla and powdered sugar until smooth.
5. To make the strawberry compote: Combine strawberries, lemon juice, sugar and
water in a saucepan over medium heat. Bring to a boil and simmer for 10
minutes, or until the strawberries have broken down. Set aside.
6. Lay one crepe on a work surface and place 2 Tbsp of the filling in the bottom third
of the crepe. Fold bottom edge over top of the cheese filling. Fold the sides
towards the center. Roll as if you are rolling a burrito, tucking the edges in as you
go.
7. Heat the butter in a frying pan over medium heat. Carefully place the blintzes,
seam side down into the pan, cooking for 2-3 minutes, or until golden and crispy,
flip, and cook for an additional 1-2 minutes.
8. Remove from heat. Serve blintzes warm with strawberry compote.
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